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1. Abstract
Arria analyzes your structured data and describes it in human language. Specializing in the
advanced form of Artificial Intelligence known as Natural Language Generation (NLG), Arria instantly
converts multiple data streams into fluid textual analysis that is indistinguishable from the work of
trained analysts—except by the volume and speed with which it is produced. The insights contained
within data are discovered and communicated in real-time for immediate action.
The Arria NLG Engine, a cloud-based enterprise software platform, automatically recognizes
patterns in large volumes of complex data, which are then distilled into a narrative description of the
most significant information. The NLG Engine consists of two components:
•

The analysis and interpretation component take raw transactional or sensor data and turns it into
information using rules based on the knowledge of a domain expert.

•

The NLG component communicates this information in natural language, based on general
linguistic rules augmented with industry-specific terminology and usage.

This Guide provides an overview on how to deploy and implement Qlik Sense platform with ARRIA.
.
2. OVERVIEW

Arria NLG’s extension for Qlik Sense allows you to not only use the out -of-the-box narratives
generated from Core Insights, but also extend or modify those narratives to fit your domain’s
terminology and any preferences you may have for phrasing, ordering of information, formatting, and
so on.
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The Arria extension takes the data behind your dashboard and sends a request to Arria’s Insights
API, which then delivers messages to the Custom Narrative service for use in NLG Studio, as shown
above. The messages are the interface between data-side and language-side processing. Messages
are derived from the data analysis and interpretation stage of Arria’s insights APIs and used in the
narrative services. Put another way, the messages are enhanced information, containing insights,
for Studio to work with in its generation of narratives.

With Arria’s extension, you get three options for adding narratives to your dashboard:
•

Out-of-the-box insights. In this option, simply click to choose dimensions, measures, and statistics.
Click again to generate text from them immediately. In the add-in’s UI, this is called Configure
Narrative.

•

Extendable insights. In this option, you can customize the out-of-the-box narratives by revising
scripts in NLG Studio.

•

Programmable narratives. This option gives you the most flexibility and enables you to create your
own custom narratives for specific use cases, with the full programmability of NLG Studio. In the
add-in UI, this is called Create Custom Narrative.
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3. Introduction

ARRIA

ARRIA NLG PLC is the global leader in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) known as natural language
generation (NLG). Arria owns, develops, and licenses its core, patented NLG technologies, which are
available via the Arria NLG Platform. The heart of the Arria NLG Platform is the Arria NLG Engine – the
world’s most advanced natural language generation engine. The key to the platform is Arria NLG Studio
– the world’s first true NLG tool for developers.

The Arria NLG Platform delivers an advanced and complete AI software system. It automatically writes
rich, compelling narratives — based on insights extracted from datasets — that you would believe were
written by a human subject matter expert.
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ARRIA’S THREE CORE NLG OFFERINGS

Arria has a singular focus. To empower the global developer community to effortlessly and affordably
build, embed, and maintain NLG applications in each of their clients’ technology stacks. Arria licenses
its NLG technologies and supports developers via three distinct offerings:

ARRIA NLG STUDIO: The world’s first true NLG tool that empowers developers and non-developers
alike to Build Everything NLG.

ARRIA STORE: The world’s premiere online NLG marketplace enabling developers globally to Buy
Everything NLG including Studio, Arria NLG SDK, plus a myriad of other NLG tools. It also provides a
place for developers to sell any NLG applications they have built.

ARRIA SPACE: The world’s most inclusive NLG developer community enabling developers globally to
Share Everything NLG. Arria Space reflects Arria’s total commitment to supporting the advancement of
the global development community as their effort to add the Power of Language to every facet of the
Datasphere gathers momentum.
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QLIK SENSE
Qlik Sense is a next-generation visual analytics platform that empowers everyone to see the
whole story that lives within their data. It supports a full spectrum of BI use cases including self-service
visualization for everyone, centrally deployed guided analytics apps and dashboards, embedded
analytics, and reporting, all within a governed framework that drives enterprise scalability and trust for
IT giving everyone the ability to answer not just ‘what happened’, but ‘why’ and ‘what it is likely to
happen next’. Qlik is the first and only analytics software vendor that can do this by providing a fully
integrated, simple and intuitive visual analytics platform, powered by Qlik’s patented in-memory
associative data indexing engine that delivers analytics and therefore insight right to the point of
decision. Qlik delivers a complete analytics solution:

• Simplified visual data preparation
• Associative engine for business discovery
• Cloud-based upstream data sourcing and delivery
• Self-service & governed data visualization
• Centralized guided analytics
• Collaborative analytics and reporting
• Embedded analytics in any application or web page

a. Qlik: A Primer
Qlik is a Business Intelligence platform which provides “Managed Analysis” and Data Visualization
capabilities allowing people to navigate and filter freely on any of the data elements in a rich multi-sheet
dashboard. All visible objects are recalculated after a user performs selections (highlighted in green)
causing associated data to be clearly distinguishable (highlighted in white) from non-associated data
(highlighted in grey). This is usually referred as ‘the associative experience’ and it is the foundation for
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the data discovery capabilities within Qlik. Basically, the ability to understand the data and make new
discoveries in a visual way. Qlik can deliver visual analytics in a variety of ways, each a category.

• Self-Service

D a t a V i s u a l i z a t i o n empowers all users to create and explore visual

analytics in a self-service manner, whether it’s a local spreadsheet or large datasets from multiple
systems-of-record. For some, this could mean starting from scratch to look at ad-hoc combinations of
data to investigate a hunch or confirm a theory. For others, it simply means re-using pre-constructed
and re-usable analytics applications, with the ability to modify to suit their individual needs. The
advantage with Qlik is that Qlik solutions don’t trade off agility for trust and scalability. Users have easyto-use, drag-and-drop self service capabilities, while still operating in a framework of security and
trusted data models that lead to trusted insights.
• Guided

A n a l y t i c s provides data driven applications and dashboards -typically developed by IT

or technical business analysts-, for consumption by others within their day-to-day operational
processes. An example of guided analytics app would be an interactive dashboard where users can
search and filter information in a structured manner and use pre-defined navigation options to move to
different views to support better decision making with less complexity for the end user.
• Embedded

A n a l y t i c s provides the ability to insert analytics and visualizations into any

workflow or application. This furthers the goal of delivering analytics and insight exactly where and
when it is needed, to improve understanding and decision making throughout the organization.
• Custom

a n a l y t i c s a p p l i c a t i o n provides the ability to create custom mashups that

leverage out-of-the-box as well as custom design visualizations for various types of analytics. These
custom applications and mashups can be easily deployed as standalone solutions and/or as part of a
larger application while still providing the same associative experience as a traditional Qlik application.
• Collaborative

A n a l y t i c s ( R e p o r t i n g ) deliver information and insights to people in a

repeatable, portable format even when they are outside the BI system. Reporting is one of the oldest
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forms of BI and the reports are typically static, with limited or no interactivity, and are often printed for
use off-line (i.e. financial reports). Today, reporting provides limited value, but when combined with
visual analytics linked to the actual underlying data it drives increased efficiencies, higher collaboration
and delivers the power of visual analytics to all of the business stakeholders. The ability to connect
reporting with dynamic interactive visualization gives your data a story to tell, rather than being locked
in a static report.

Qlik Sense Server is a suite of component services that are installed as part of the Server. While such
components can be installed across various nodes, this document covers the scenario where all of
those components are installed within the same node. In other words, a single node architecture. The
image below depicts some of the main component services that are part of the Qlik Sense Service.

To learn more about such component services and how to architect a Qlik Sense environment, visit the
following links:
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http://help.qlik.com/enUS/sense/April2019/Subsystems/PlanningQlikSenseDeployments/Content/Sense_Deployment/Architec
ture.htm

http://help.qlik.com/enUS/sense/April2019/Subsystems/PlanningQlikSenseDeployments/Content/Sense_Deployment/Service
s.htm

4)Configuring Your Narrative

The core insights delivered by Arria’s extension are determined by the dimensions,
measures, and statistics you select in the widget. You configure your narrative by telling the widget
what you want. This happens in three steps:
1. Tell me about your data. You select the dimensions and measures you want to be covered in
the narrative, and then characterize them.
2. Tell me what you want to say. You select the kind of analysis you want to perform (e.g.
descriptive statistics, trends, variance) and then provide the necessary parameters.
3. Tell me how to say it. You preview the generated text to decide on how much narrative you want
– something brief, or something more comprehensive.

Import Arria’s extension and a sample Qlik Sense report
You’ll begin by downloading Arria’s extension and a sample Qlik Sense report.
Prerequisites:
•

Qlik Sense Desktop (free download) https://www.qlik.com/us/try-or-buy/download-qlik-sense

•

Arria NLG Studio account (free trial) https://app.studio.arria.com/

•

A ZIP file from Arria (the Arria Qlik Sense extension).
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DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL ARRIA’S EXTENSION
1. Download the Arria Qlik Sense extension.
2. Extract the ZIP file.
3. Copy the extracted folder (ArriaQlikSense2.0) to the Extensions folder in your Qlik Sense
installation folder (\Qlik\Sense\Extensions).
4. Download this sample Qlik Sense report and copy it to \Qlik\Sense\Apps.
5. In Qlik Sense, open the report (Quick Start Project).
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6. In the toolbar, click Edit.
7. In the assets panel, click Custom objects.

Under Extensions, you should see the Arria NLG extension.
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8. Click the Arria NLG extension, then click the Add to sheet icon.
The Arria widget is added to the sheet:

5. Configuring and generating a narrative

ADD DIMENSIONS AND MEASURES
In the Arria widget, let’s add some dimensions and measures.
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1. Click Add dimension, then select Segment.
2. In the properties panel at the right, click Dimensions.

You should see Segment listed.
3. Click Add dimension, then select another dimension: Product.
4. Do the same to add the dimension Year.
IMPORTANT: Make sure you select the dimension Year at the bottom of the Dimensions list (scroll
down). Do not select Year under the Date hierarchy.
5. Now add some measures. In the properties panel, click Measures.
6. Add the measure Sales.
a. In the Sales row, click the arrow.
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b. Choose the aggregation type Sum(Sales).

4. Add the measure Profit, and again choose the Sum aggregation type: Sum(Profit).
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Providing flexibly written, insightful summaries of data alongside the visuals in a dashboard,
the Arria extension augments this report with a narrative summary and analysis. The
dashboard shows quarterly general ledger data focused on expenditure variance between
two periods. The narrative accompanies the other visuals in the report, summarizing the main
facts and answering the questions of what the main drivers of the expense variance were,
and what were the key expenditure items in the two periods.
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HIGHLIGHTS:
•

Analysis of multiple dimensions and measures.
The narrative provides analysis across multiple dimensions, with cross references .

•

Additional commentary.
The narrative provides commentary to further explain the key drivers.

•

Real-time drill-down and roll-up of narratives.
You can drill down into and roll up the account dimensions by selecting the account level in
the narrative widget. With Arria’s extension, you can have up to four levels of drill -down and
roll-up, on any hierarchical dimension.
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•

Copy to clipboard.
You can copy/paste the narratives generated to embedded-formatting tools such as Microsoft
Word and Microsoft PowerPoint.
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TELL ME ABOUT YOUR DAT A
You can now configure your narrative.
1. In the Arria widget, make sure the Configure Narrative tab is selected and you see 1. Tell
me about your data as follows:

2.In the top-right corner of the widget, click the Full screen icon to expand the working area.
3. Scroll down to view all the dimensions and measures you added.
4. For the Sales and Profit measures, select Entity Type: currency and specify USD as
the Unit:
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TELL ME WHAT YOU W ANT TO SAY

Click Next to advance to 2. Tell me what you want to say. For now, leave the default Descriptive
statistics option selected, but deselect the Variance option:
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TELL ME HOW TO SAY IT

Click Next to advance to 3. Tell me how to say it. Either click Important things or Tell me
everything and click Generate Text. You will see the report generated from the data:
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Click Stop editing sheet on the top menu and then you can select parts of your visualizations and
you will see the generated text changing according to your selections.

5. Qlik Sense: Extending an Out-of-the-Box Narrative

In Qlik Sense, open the report. You should see a narrative like this, generated from Arria’s out -ofthe-box BI option (Configure Narrative in the UI):

Get and modify the sample NLG Studio project
Now let’s assume you want to change the narrative slightly. In this example, you’ll customize the title
of the narrative. (This is just a small change that demonstrates how to modify the narrative in a way
that is immediately obvious. In most instances, you would probably want to make more extensive
changes.)
1. Download our out-of-the-box Descriptive Statistics NLG Studio project.
2. Log in to NLG Studio.
3. In NLG Studio, click the Import a Project icon to upload the Descriptive Statistics project to your
dashboard.
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4. In your dashboard, click the project to open it.
5. In the left navigation ribbon, click Compose to go to the Compose view.
6. In the list of scripts, click the MeasureOverview sub-script.
7. Change the “MeasureOverview” script to modify the title, adding “- ABC Co. Ltd.”, as shown
below:
[[measure.measure_name]] – ABC Co. Ltd.
8. Go back to the Main script, and click Preview to check you have introduced no errors.
9. In the left navigation ribbon, click Publish to go to the Publish view.
10. In Run Project, click Publish and make a note of the project URL.
11. Click API, then generate and make note of the API key.

Configure the Arria extension to use your published Studio project
Now you’re ready to configure the Arria extension to use your newly published Studio project.
Because you are extending the out-of-the-box narratives, you must call the relevant Insights API.
You must also configure mapping scripts to provide the necessary metadata to carry out the analysis
and to leverage the Studio project.
1. In Qlik Sense, in the sample Qlik Sense report you downloaded above, click the cog in the Arria
widget.
2. Click Create Custom Narrative.
3. In the Simple/Advanced toggle, select Advanced.
4. Now enter the project URL. In the first blank line (Enter NLG Service URL), paste the URL from
your published Studio project.
5. Configure the Authorization header. In the second blank line (Key), type Authorization.
6. In the third blank line (Value), type bearer and paste in the API key from your published Studio
project.
7. Configure the mapping script.
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a. Expand the widget to full screen.
b. Click Edit Mapping Script to expand the window, and paste the following:
var data=getData();
setDefaultNarrativeConfig(data);
updateDimensionOrMeasure(data,'Sales','entityType','currency');
updateDimensionOrMeasure(data,'Sales','unit','USD');
updateVerbosity(data,'keyinsights');
setData(data);
8. Configure the insights API URL you obtained from Arria. For this example, copy/paste the
following:
https://jxczzc66qa.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/descriptivestats
9. Configure the authorization key (x-api-key) and value
(WPj9iYDMvI4thvgSQwv121Xm0h7d1RaR2fpLZpwj).
Note: This API and the authorization key are only for learning purposes; they cannot be used in
production.
When you have completed Steps 8 and 9 above, the Insights URL window should look like this:

10. Click Generate Text. Now you should see the text with the modified title.
Appendix
To download Qlik Sense

https://www.qlik.com/us/try-or-buy/download-qlik-sense

To access Qlik help

http://help.qlik.com/

To download Arria NLG extension

https://samples.arria.com/v2-qlik/
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